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During the long period of the Cold
War,the scholarly community accumulated much knowledge bearing on the
problemsof managingconflicts typical
of that era. Unfortunately,quite a bit of
this knowledgeandexperiencedoes not fit
very well the differentchallengesto peace
thatare so prevalentin the post-ColdWar
era.
As you know, the end of the Cold War
has created a new geopolitical environment and has spawnedmany new types
of internalconflicts. Such internal
conflicts within
states now vastly
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outnumber the more

conventionaltypes
of war between
states. The dynamStanford
University
ics of these internal
conflicts and ways
of avoiding them do
not follow the old
rules of the Cold War. As a result,
policymakersand scholars alike have
been faced with the need to develop new
knowledge and to find ways of dealing
with such conflicts before they erupt into
large-scale violence. For, once largescale violence occurs, it becomes much
more difficult for members of the
internationalcommunity-the United
Nations, regional organizations,individual states acting alone or together,
and nongovernmentalorganizations-to
muster the political will and the resources needed for effective conflict
resolution and peacemaking.
Hence, it is not surprisingthat much
emphasis is being given in recent years
to "preventivediplomacy"-theessence of
preventive diplomacy being the need not
only to acquire early warning of incipient conflicts but also to respond
promptlyand effectively in order to
contain conflicts before they erupt into
large-scale violence.
This new emphasis on preventive
diplomacy is coupled with efforts to
make better use of a variety of techniques for conflict avoidance and conPSOnline www.apsanet.org

flict resolution, techniques such as
mediation,peacekeeping,peacemaking,
confidence-and trust-buildingmeasures,
and unofficialso-called "TrackTwo"
diplomacy.
Here, I will not attemptto cover all of
the many efforts membersof the analytic
scholarly community have been making
to addressthese problems. Rather,I
would like to focus on the efforts that
two groups I have been associated with
in recent years have been making to
develop new knowledge needed to
understandand deal better with the
challenges of preventivediplomacy.
These are the Carnegie Commission on
PreventingDeadly Conflict, which
finished an intensive three-yeareffort to
addressthese problems, and the less
well-known Committee on International
Conflict Resolution, a committee of the
National Academy of Sciences in Washington, DC, which I helped to start and
for which I serve as chairperson.
First, a few comments on the problem
of early warningand response to warning. Togetherwith Jane Holt (1997), I
have published a paper on this topic for
the CarnegieCommission. We noted
that many efforts are underwayto
identify ways of improving the gathering
and processing of early warning indicators. However, we believe that, although
efforts to improve warning are important, the fact is that in most conflict
situations,humanitariancrises, cases of
severe humanrights abuses, or acute
ethnic or religious tensions sufficient
early warning is available. The problem
is not lack of early warning but the fact
that governmentsoften ignore an incipient crisis or take a passive attitude
towardsit until it escalates into deadly
struggle or a major catastrophe. In other
words, the problem is not that governments don't know; it's that they don't
act! The logic of warning and the logic
of policy response often conflict. The
logic of early warningis "the sooner one
acts in response to warning,the better."
However, policymakershave a deep15

seated penchantfor putting off hardpolicy choices as
long as possible!
Even when early warning is ambiguousand intelligence specialists cannotpredict that a crisis is likely to
occur, available warningdoes provide decisionmakers
with an opportunityto avert the crisis, to modify it, or
to redirectit in some
less-dangerousand
thatwere rl
less-costly direction.
Stirtegies
In our paper on this upon

difficult to implement effectively. Both of these
strategies requirethat one make threatsof sufficient
credibility and sufficient potency to persuadean
adversaryto cease or desist from an objectionable
course of action. I emphasize that "sufficiency"is a
flexible variable. How sufficient the credibility and
potency of a threatmust be to influence the
adversarydepends on what one demandsof
him. The more one demands of the adversary,
led
the strongerhis resistance will be, and the
eri
ert
uponea
more credible and more potent must be the
subject,HoltandI
called attentionto the
avoidwarbetween sta es-- threatof force to persuadehim.
This was illustratedby the uneven, mixed
"gap"between warning
andresponse,andwe
record of Westerngovernments'efforts to use
strategies such as ete
thatpolicy renceandcoecivedip
threats of force against the Serbs in Bosnia. It
suggested
lobecame painfully obvious that, for various
plannersneed to
reasons, Westerngovernmentswere unable or
l
developa richreper- m1fy-nowaaCeem
toireof response
lria
unwilling to make threatsthat were either
itiode
Lge
options, including
sufficiently credible or sufficiently potent on
behalf
of demandsthat the Serbs stop altomany actions that could ingwith most
intrasta
be takenbecausethey cnflitct
or undo their more outrageousactions.
gether
are
or
diffic
o
entaillow risksand
That was indeed an ambitious objective for
lowcosts.
coercive diplomacy and, as it turnedout, the
nmpnteffevy
The failure to
Serbs were more highly motivated to reject
to
such demandsthan Westerngovernmentswere
respond promptly
crises
has
led
to
enforce them.
incipient
observers
to
of
"missed
for
the
other
On
hand, when the Westerngovernments
many
speak
opportunities"
made very limited demandson the Serbs, and when
preventive action. As a follow-up to our warning and
response paper,the CarnegieCommission initiated a
they demonstratedunity in their determinationand
study of missed opportunities. This is a collaborative
generated sufficiently credible and sufficiently potent
threatsof force to back up their limited demands,the
study underthe direction of Professor Bruce Jentleson
Serbs largely adheredto the "lines in the sand"the
(1998) of about a dozen cases. The study provides
evidence
that
in
all
the
of
these
crises
Western
strong
virtually
governmentsdrew. These limited successes of
internationalcommunity did have an opportunityof
coercive diplomacy occurredon a numberof occasions,
some kind to limit if not prevent the conflict. But
as when Westerngovernmentsdemandedthat the
efforts at preventive action were flawed, inadequate,or
Sarajevo airportbe opened for delivery of humanitarian
even absent.
supplies, that air-dropsof food and medicine be alTo enhance lessons drawnfrom these failures of
lowed to take place, and when ultimatawere issued
preventivediplomacy,Jentleson's study for the Comregardingthe establishmentof "safe havens"in various
mission is also examining a numberof cases that might
parts of Bosnia. These were quite modest successes, to
well have become deadly conflicts but in which prevenbe sure, but they were useful at the time.
tive action was taken with relative success-in other
Reflecting on this experience, some observershave
concluded that in Bosnia-type situations threatsof force
words, the opportunitythat early warningprovided was
not missed. Such cases include Macedonia,the Russiaand use of limited forces can be effective at least in
Estonia conflict over troop withdrawalsand the rights
setting some modest limits to intolerablebehavior.
of the Russian minority in Estonia, Russian-Ukraine
Thereby,members of the internationalcommunity can
tensions over nuclearweapons and the Crimeaand the
at least draw a line as to what they will not tolerate.
Black Sea fleet, and the crisis over North Korea's
While this may be true, the more importantlesson is
that seizing opportunitiesfor timely preventive diplodevelopmentof nuclear weapons. We believe we are on
solid groundin arguing that timely and effective
macy to head off such wars-such opportunitieswere
diplomacy preventedthese conflicts from escalating to
present in the early stages of the Bosnia crisis-is of
severe violence.
critical importanceand that the internationalcommuThe objective of the missed opportunitiesstudy is to
nity should not fail, as it did fail in Bosnia and later in
Rwanda,to act in a timely fashion.
identify policy lessons that will be useful for missing
fewer opportunitiesin the future.
There were other cases in which threatsof force were
Another somewhat novel feature of the challenge
or were not made. These cases have been closely
examined by Barry Blechman and TamaraCofman
preventivediplomacy faces in the post-Cold Warera is
that strategies that were relied upon earlier in order to
Wittes (1998) in a study for the National Academy of
avoid war between states-strategies such as deterrence
Sciences' Committeeon InternationalConflict Resoluand coercive diplomacy-now are either largely irreltion. One of their majorfindings is that leaders in
evant for dealing with most intrastateconflicts or are
places such as Somalia and Bosnia find reasons to
16
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It quickly became obvious to the Commission that
believe that the United States and other Westerngovone of the gaps in the literaturehad to do with the use
ernmentsmake threatsthat lack sufficient credibility or
of positive incentives to influence internationalactors
sufficient potency to be taken seriously. In supportof
as against resort to coercive threatsand actions. Even a
this point, Blechman and Wittes cited a statementmade
cursory,impressionisticlook at cases of successful
by MohammedFarahAideed, leader of a key Somali
faction, to AmbassadorRobert Oakley, U.S. special
preventive diplomacy points to the role that positive
incentives of various
envoy to Somalia, during the disastrousU.S.
involvementthere in 1993-95: "Wehave
kindshaveplayed in
The o erof inducements
I. .
studiedVietnamand Lebanonand know how
achievingthese successes.
of an economlic, polit[cal
But there has been no
to get rid of Americans,by killing them so
that public opinion will put an end to
"
'systematic
inventoryand
iitvcha
ractr
ands( c
analysis of the role of
things."
incentives and the condiSince strategies that rely on the threatof
Cal b
ighly effectivein
tions
underwhich they
force do not provide much leverage for
helpr rto deter
Oeienuclewar
to conflict
nilcontribute
in
}IO)s~~
and
peacemaking
preventivediplomacy
there
is
War
conflict
or
avoidance
conflicts,
many post-Cold
pOOlifieration, prevent
resolution.
renewed interest in other strategies. One of
Accordingly,
nu e ar COliiUct,
rnflict
defend
defend
the Commissionasked
these is that of economic sanctions, the uses
of which have a long and checkeredrecord.
DavidCortrightto
civila n( human rights,
and lead a
Experiencewith economic sanctions has
.ulid^~
a-ornorganize
collaborative study of
anda n U i.dWa-torn
been studied by a numberof scholars, the
most widely noted study being the one by
experiences with use of
socit
tie?S
various types of incenhis
and
associates
Hufbauer
(Hufbauer
Gary
tives in preventive
and Schott 1985), which is now being
diplomacy.
updated.
Quite a few observersfeel that the successes, as well
Cortright's1997 study of a dozen recent cases
as the failures, of economic sanctions need to be studied indicates that positive incentives are often a powerful
means of influencing behavior. The offer of inducemore systematically and in greaterdepth. Policy
ments of an economic, political, and security character
specialists, too, agree that this kind of study is needed.
can be highly effective in helping to deter nuclear
The CarnegieCommission published a study by John
Stremlau(forthcoming)that focused on ways to improliferation,prevent nuclear conflict, defend civil and
in
humanrights, and rebuild war-tornsocieties.
of
United
Nations
sanctions
role
the
the
prove
efforts. Another study for the Committee on InternaCortright'sstudy notes that althoughconventional
tional Conflict Resolution, which is nearing completion, analysis focuses primarilyon coercive instrumentssuch
as the use or threateneduse of military force and
analyzes the voluminous literatureon the uses and
economic sanctions, the actual practice of diplomacy
effects of different types of economic sanctions and
when examined more closely often involves use of
discusses key policy questions and policy dilemmas
both
This
use
of
sanctions.
the
study rejects
positive inducements,sometimes in combinationwith
involving
threats. This study, as well as others the Carnegie
the overly dismissive view that sanctions never or
Commission has initiated, fills an importantgap in the
almost never work as well as the overly permissive
view that sanctions are justified even if they don't
scholarly literatureand will no doubt make a significant
contributionto policymakersas well.
achieve ambitiousobjectives on the groundthat it is
Let me turnnow to the observationthat various types
"betterto do something than nothing." The study calls
of power sharingin badly divided societies can play an
attentionto the fact that sanctions sometimes backfire
(that is, they have the inadvertenteffect of buttressing
importantrole in bringing conflicts under control. A
the will to resist); that sanctions sometimes misfire (that great deal of experience has accumulatedover the years
with different power-sharingarrangements;some have
is, they hurt civilians ratherthan governments,raising
been effective and others not. It was obvious at an
serious humanitarianconcerns); and that sanctions often
have collateral costs that have to be borne by friendly
early stage of the CarnegieCommission's work that we
need to know more about the conditions underwhich
states whose cooperationwith sanctions can mean that
power-sharingarrangementsoffer a way of reducing or
they suffer severe economic and other losses.
The CarnegieCommission on PreventingDeadly
eliminating the conflict potential in badly divided
societies. In fact, a great deal has been written on this
Conflict made use of available scholarly knowledge
about conflict processes and the various tools and
subject and importantdisagreementsexist among
scholars such as Arend Lijphart(1977, 1985, 1998) and
strategies for dealing with them. During the course of
Donald Horowitz (1985, 1993), both of whom have
these efforts, however,the commission's staff became
written thoughtfulbooks and articles on this subject.
aware of importantgaps in the scholarly literature.
There was a pressing need to evaluate this experience
Accordingly,the Commission initiated several projects
and to addressthe question: "Underwhich conditions
to improve the knowledge needed for policy making. I
do which types of power sharingwork and what factors
have alreadyreferredto several such projects and would
seem to account for their failures in other cases?"
now like to mention one or two others.
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A better understanding of the uses of power sharing
is perhaps particularly needed by U.S. policy specialists. Power sharing, be it noted, is not an approach that
has roots in American political experience. Americans
tend to emphasize the importance of the rights of
individuals rather than the rights of groups. And we
tend to project this feature of our own political philosophy and experience as a principle for divided
tis
ntthat
por
societies elseshould
jin
scholas
where to emulate.
Americans also
wthfoenpocy
PRY
like to believe

that internal

conflictswithin
states can be, and

pactitionersto analyze
aysuccesses

the

to the dispute to

and failures ofprevendiplovd
facyand
p

agree to abide by

CofflictreSOlution.

shouldbe, solved
by getting parties

the results of a
"free and fair"
election, with the winner to take all. But there is ample
experience that however useful or even essential free
and fair elections can be in some of these conflict-torn
societies, they do not eliminate the need also for
agreed-upon arrangements for power sharing among the
contending parties.
Accordingly, at my insistence, the Commission arranged
for a detailed review of the considerable experience with
power sharing arrangements in the past. This study was
undertaken by Timothy Sisk, and was published in 1997
jointly by the Carnegie Commission and the United States
Institute of Peace, of which Sisk is a staff member. The
title of the book is Power Sharing and International
Mediation in Ethnic Conflicts. I might add that Sisk was
a prominent participant in a Commission-sponsored
meeting in August last year in Moscow in which the
possible applicability of power-sharing arrangements in
various parts of the former Soviet Union was discussed
with prominent Russian and non-Russian specialists.
A challenging problem faced by outside actors who
attempt to mediate between contending parties in civil
wars is how to identify and deal with internal actors
who attempt to disrupt efforts to terminate such conflicts. This is the problem of "spoilers." This problem
was addressed by Professor Stephen Stedman for the
Committee on International Conflict Resolution in
1997. Studying the role of would-be spoilers in a
number of cases, Stedman developed a typology of
different spoilers based on differences in their motivations and objectives. He distinguished between "limited," "greedy," and "total" spoilers. He found that a
correct diagnosis of spoiler type was critical for the
choice of an appropriate strategy for neutralizing their
effort to disrupt a peace process. Stedman identified
three types of "spoiler management" and related each to
a different type of spoiler.
The Committee has also sponsored a number of other
studies, most of which are not yet published: the
18

evolution of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) and its potential for further
growth as a major contributor to conflict avoidance and
peacekeeping; an evaluation of experiences with many
different types of electoral systems in newly democratizing multicultural states; the use of "leverage" in
mediation; and an evaluation of the effectiveness of
conflict-resolution and problem-solving workshops.
I do not want to conclude these observations about
strategies and tools for preventive diplomacy without a
word or two about the importance of American leadership and the severe constraints on exercising it. Much
more so than during the Cold War, serious questions
arise regarding the ability and, even more so, the
willingness of the United States to provide leadership in
international efforts to deal with these crises. Since the
end of the Cold War, opinion in the United States has
been sharply divided as to what our role and involvement should be in dealing with threats of severe violence, human rights abuses, and humanitarian catastrophes. This severely complicates and limits the leadership role that the United States can play, and yet we
have learned at the same time that U.S. leadership and
involvement is often necessary to deal effectively with
such crises.
Let me offer a few remarks about the constraint that
the post-Vietnam military doctrine has imposed on U.S.
leadership, particularly when it concerns the interventions of U.S. military forces in crisis situations abroad.
Influential officials in President Reagan's administration, including Secretary of State Casper Weinberger,
and General Colin Powell, were determined to avoid
involvements that might develop into another Vietnam.
They laid down very tough criteria that should be met
before any use of U.S. combat forces. I have time to
discuss only one of these criteria: the requirement that
before U.S. forces are committed for purposes of
peacemaking and even for peacekeeping and humanitarian missions, an exit strategy, involving setting an early
deadline for removal of U.S. forces, be agreed upon.
Moreover, U.S. forces sent abroad should operate
under rules of engagement that will prevent undue
casualties of the kind experienced in Somalia, which
will trigger a domestic political backlash. The political-military justification for this requirement is a
powerful one, but it constitutes a major constraint on
what Washington will do to cope with the Somalias,
Rwandas, and, of course, the Bosnias and, more recently, now Kosovos.
As a result, the administration in Washington-indeed
any president-is confronted by a serious paradox: a
specific, short-term exit date for the return of U.S.
combat forces is essential to gain even minimal political
support for the use of American ground combat forces
abroad. But the commitment to take them out by a
certain date itself entails major political and diplomatic
risks if it is not part of a well-considered, reasonable
strategy for establishing a stable internal peace in that
area. Washington is caught on the horns of a dilemma:
no domestic support for intervention is possible unless
it is accompanied by a specific commitment to take out
PS March2000

U.S. forces by an early date, but this creates a serious
possibility of paying a large political price later if the
withdrawalof U.S. forces is followed by resumptionof
internalviolence in the country in question.
In concluding, I would like to emphasize that it is
importantthat scholars should join with foreign policy
practitionersto analyze the many successes and failures

of preventive diplomacy and conflict resolution in order
to understandbetter the many tools and instrumentsof
preventivediplomacy, to make more effective use of
them, and to work more closely with the many nongovernmentalorganizationsthat are making an indispensable and often unique contributionto conflict resolution.

Note
* This article was adapted from an address to the Swedish Institute
of International Affairs. A version was first published in Cooperation
and Conflict 34(1): 7-17.
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